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This paper reports the development of a quantitative target approximation �qTA� model for

generating F0 contours of speech. The qTA model simulates the production of tone and intonation

as a process of syllable-synchronized sequential target approximation �Xu, Y. �2005�. “Speech

melody as articulatorily implemented communicative functions,” Speech Commun. 46, 220–251�.

It adopts a set of biomechanical and linguistic assumptions about the mechanisms of speech

production. The communicative functions directly modeled are lexical tone in Mandarin and lexical

stress in English and focus in both languages. The qTA model is evaluated by extracting

function-specific model parameters from natural speech via supervised learning �automatic analysis

by synthesis� and comparing the F0 contours generated with the extracted parameters to those of

natural utterances through numerical evaluation and perceptual testing. The F0 contours generated

by the qTA model with the learned parameters were very close to the natural contours in terms of

root mean square error, rate of human identification of tone, and focus and judgment of naturalness

by human listeners. The results demonstrate that the qTA model is both an effective tool for research

on tone and intonation and a potentially effective system for automatic synthesis of tone and

intonation. © 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3037222�

PACS number�s�: 43.70.Bk, 43.72.Ja, 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Kv �AE� Pages: 405–424

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative modeling is one of the most rigorous means

of testing our understanding of a natural phenomenon. This

is particularly true if the model is built directly on assump-

tions that closely reflect the contested view about the mecha-

nisms underlying the phenomenon. Modeling can also help

to improve our knowledge by forcing us to make our theo-

retical postulations as explicit as possible. Thus for improv-

ing our understanding of human speech, quantitative model-

ing is also indispensable. In the present paper we report the

results of an attempt to simulate tone, stress, and focus in

Mandarin and English with a quantitative model that gener-

ates surface F0 contours through the process of target ap-

proximation �TA� �Xu and Wang, 2001�. Our goal is not only

to develop a robust quantitative model applicable in speech

technology but also to test our understanding of tone and

intonation accumulated in recent years �Xu and Wang, 2001;

Xu, 2005�.

There have been many attempts over the past decades to

build a robust model capable of simulating various prosodic

phenomena through F0 modeling �Bailly and Holm, 2005;

Fujisaki, 1983; Fujisaki et al., 2005; Hirst and Espesser,

1993; Kochanski and Shih, 2003; Ni et al., 2006; Pierrehum-

bert, 1981; Taylor, 2000; van Santen and Möbius, 2000�.

These approaches can be divided into two general categories,

namely, those that model F0 contours directly and those that

attempt to simulate the underlying mechanisms of F0 produc-

tion. Models belonging to the first category are derived

mainly based on the shape of the F0 contours, with minimal

consideration about the articulatory process of F0 production.

These include the quadratic spline model �Hirst and Espes-

ser, 1993�, the Pierrehumbert model �Pierrehumbert, 1981�,

the tilt model �Taylor, 2000�, the linear alignment model �van

Santen and Möbius, 2000�, the superposition of functional

contours �SFC� model �Bailly and Holm, 2005�, and the tone

transformation model �Ni et al., 2006�. The quadratic spline

model interpolates peaks and valleys of F0 contours with a

quadratic spline function while the Pierrehumbert model in-

terpolates F0 between adjacent peaks and valleys using a

linear or sagging function. The tilt model generates F0 from

the tilt parameters which describe the shapes of F0 in each

intonational event, e.g., pitch accent and boundary tone. The

F0 contour of an utterance is represented by a series of these

intonational events. The linear alignment model uses curve

classes as templates, warping and then combining these
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curve classes superpositionally to generate F0 contours. The

SFC model simulates intonation by superpositionally com-

bining multiple elementary contours that are functionally de-

fined. The tone transformation model generates F0 by speci-

fying tone-related turning points and connecting them with a

truncated second-order response function, and then imposing

a global function onto the local tonal shapes. Although mod-

els in this category can represent F0 contours at a certain

level of accuracy, they do not separate surface patterns that

carry intended information from those that are due to articu-

latory mechanisms. As a result, they have to either ignore

most of the microvariations due to articulation, as done in

various stylization strategies �d’Alessandro and Mertens,

1995; ’t Hart et al., 1990�, or simulate all surface F0 patterns

directly as just described.

Models belonging to the second category are based on

assumptions about the process of F0 production. Examples in

this category are the soft-template model �Kochanski and

Shih, 2003; Kochanski et al., 2003� and the command-

response �CR� model �Fujisaki, 1983; Fujisaki et al., 2005�.

The soft-template markup language �Stem-ML�, based on a

soft-template model, describes F0 contours as resulting from

realizing underlying tonal templates with different amounts

of muscle forces under the physical constraint of smoothness

�Kochanski et al., 2003�. The smoothness constraint guaran-

tees continuous connections between adjacent templates, and

the varying muscle force determines the degree to which the

shape of each template is preserved in the surface F0 under

the influence of neighboring tones that are either adjacent or

far away, and either preceding or following the targeted tem-

plate. Stem-ML uses the optimization modeling approach for

F0 realization which requires sophisticated and complex er-

ror minimization. Even though the assumptions of Stem-ML

are motivated by physical mechanisms, it requires complex

mathematical translation from articulatory constraints into

effort and error constraints of optimization modeling. The

CR model �Fujisaki, 1983; Fujisaki et al., 2005� offers, in

our view, the most plausible physiological and physical

simulations of the tension control mechanisms of the vocal

folds compared to other models, and thus formulates the

closest approximation of natural F0 contours to date �Fujisaki

et al., 2005; Gu et al., 2007�, although certain aspects of it

are still not satisfactory. The model represents surface F0 as

the logarithmic sum of phrase components and accent or tone

components. The phrase components, which are assumed to

be produced by the contraction of the pars obliqua of the

cricothyroid �CT� muscle, represent the global contours of

the utterance and are generated by a sequence of impulse

response functions. The accent components, which are as-

sumed to be produced by the contraction of the pars recta of

the CT muscle, represent the local contours of the utterance

and are generated by a sequence of step response functions.

The CR model is thus based on the assumption that indi-

vidual muscles are controlled separately. This assumption,

however, is inconsistent with the finding that muscles are

controlled as functional groups rather than individually

�Bernstein, 1967; Gribble and Scott, 2002; Gribble et al.,

2003; Kelso, 1982; Zemlin, 1988�. It also leads to ineffi-

ciency in model representations. For instance, to synthesize

F0 for each syllable, up to ten parameters are required. Al-

though it is possible for the model to generate high quality

resynthesis �Fujisaki et al., 2005�, implementing the commu-

nicative functions by summarizing these parameters together

would be very complex.

The inadequacies of the existing models have motivated

the proposal of the TA model �Xu and Wang, 2001�. The

model, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is based on the analysis of

continuous acoustic data of Mandarin tone and intonation

�Xu, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001�. The TA model assumes that

observed F0 contours are the outcome of implementing pitch

targets which are linear functions that are either static �e.g.,

�low�� or dynamic �e.g., �rise��, as depicted by the dashed

lines in Fig. 1. �Theoretically there may exist curvilinear

targets in addition to linear ones, as explained in Xu �2005�.

But for the current implementation, there is no strong justi-

fication for including nonlinear targets.� The implementation

of the pitch targets is synchronized with the syllable, i.e.,

starting at the onset of the syllable and ending at the offset of

the syllable, based on evidence from acoustic data �Xu,

1998, 1999, 2001�. In most cases, a tone is assumed to have

only one pitch target �Xu and Wang, 2001�. During each TA,

the state of articulation depends not only on the discrepancy

between the current state and the target but also on the final

velocity and acceleration of the preceding syllable. In Fig. 1,

for example, at the beginning of the second syllable, while

the implementation of the �low� target has already started, F0

is still rising due to the initial velocity and acceleration re-

sulting from implementing the �rise� target in the first syl-

lable. The influence of the preceding target, also known as

carryover effect, would gradually decrease over time. Thus

the state of articulation, as defined by F0 height, velocity, and

acceleration, is transferred from one syllable to the next at

the syllable boundary. Such transfer of articulatory state is

assumed to explain not only the well-known carryover as-

similatory effects �Gandour et al., 1994; Xu, 1997� but also

the phenomenon of F0 peak delay in both tone and nontone

languages �Arvaniti and Ladd, 1995; Arvaniti et al., 1998; de

Jong, 1994; Ladd, 1983; Pierrehumbert and Steele, 1990;

Prieto et al., 1995; Silverman and Pierrehumbert, 1990; Xu,

2001�.

However, the TA model alone can only describe the low-

level articulatory process. A more complete framework is

needed to link the articulatory mechanisms to the higher-

level processes in speech. Xu �2005� proposed that TA is not

limited to the realization of lexical tones but also serves as a

FIG. 1. Illustration of the theoretical TA model proposed in Xu and Wang

�2001�. In each syllable, demarcated by the vertical lines, surface F0 �solid

curve� asymptotically approaches the underlying pitch target �dashed line�.
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base mechanism for encoding other pitch related communi-

cative meanings. That is, functions other than lexical tone

also have to be encoded through the TA process, i.e., by

manipulating the parameters of the process, namely, pitch

range �which determines the pitch span of the targets�, articu-

latory strength �which determines the speed of TA�, and syl-

lable duration �which assigns the amount of time for the

approximation of each target�. This is summarized as the

parallel encoding and target approximation �PENTA� model,

as illustrated in Fig. 2.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the PENTA model assumes that

speech prosody has to convey multiple communicative func-

tions in parallel through individual encoding schemes.

Though being abstract, these encoding schemes are always

linked to specific functions. Thus it is through the TA process

that a continuous link is maintained between multiple com-

municative functions and surface F0 contours. Following this

assumption, effective modeling of speech prosody can be

achieved only if the encoding schemes of specific communi-

cative functions are simulated. Although functional views of

speech prosody are by no means new �e.g., Bailly and Holm,

2005; Bolinger, 1989; Hirschberg, 2002; Hirst, 2005; Kohler,

2005; Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990�, PENTA, based

on an articulatory-functional view, offers the implementa-

tional framework consisting of explicit mechanisms that di-

rectly link multiple communicative functions to the articula-

tory process of F0 contour generation.

Both TA and PENTA, however, are conceptual models

and thus need to be tested quantitatively. There have been

previous attempts to quantify these models, including, in par-

ticular, Xu et al. �1999�, but none of the earlier attempts has

been fully satisfactory, as they are not able to simulate all the

main mechanisms of target approximation revealed by previ-

ous acoustic analyses �Chen and Xu, 2006; Xu, 1997, 1998,

1999, 2001; Xu and Sun, 2002�. In this paper we present the

quantitative target approximation �qTA� model, which is the

outcome of quantifying both TA and PENTA. We will first

outline in Sec. II the basic assumptions about the articulatory

mechanisms of F0 production and how they are implemented

in qTA. In Sec. III, we will explain how tone, lexical stress,

and focus can be modeled based on our assumptions about

the functional nature of pitch production in speech. Finally,

we will report in Sec. IV the results of a series of experi-

ments testing qTA through quantitative as well as perceptual

evaluations.

II. MODELING BIOPHYSICAL MECHANISMS OF F0

PRODUCTION

A. Background assumptions

In the following we present the background assumptions

based on which the qTA model is developed. Although these

assumptions are derived from recent research as just dis-

cussed, they are by no means treated as truth, but stated here

so as to be explicit rather than hidden. Their validity will

then be tested in the modeling experiments to be discussed

subsequently. Some of the assumptions may seem to be too

restrictive. But they help to reduce the degrees of freedom of

the model, which is always desirable, other things being

equal.

1. Vocal fold tension control as a third-order critically
damped linear system

During phonation, the frequency of the vocal fold oscil-

lation depends on the effective stiffness of the vocal folds

which is directly proportional to vocal fold tension �Fujisaki,

2003; Titze, 1989� and also, though somewhat less directly,

to subglottal pressure �Monsen et al., 1978; Ohala, 1978;

Titze, 1989�. As suggested by the body-cover concept

�Hirano, 1974�, effective stiffness is related to the activation

of the CT and the thyroarytenoid muscles, which are antago-

nistic to each other. The differential muscular control of the

vocal folds generates two major muscle actions: increasing

or decreasing their surface tension, which in turn raises or

lowers F0. Thus F0 raising is done not only by the contrac-

tion of the CT muscle but also by the simultaneous antago-

nistic contraction of the thyroarytenoid muscle. Likewise, F0

lowering is done not only by the reduction in CT contraction

but also by a simultaneous thyroarytenoid contraction, which

shortens the vocal folds. It is also known that the production

of very low F0 involves the extrinsic laryngeal muscles such

as the sternohyoids, sternothyroids, and omohyoids �Erick-

son, 1976; Erickson et al., 1995; Hallé, 1994�. Thus the F0

raising and lowering actions would be further aided by the

contraction of these extrinsic laryngeal muscles in the lower

pitch range of a speaker. A biomechanical system of the ten-

sion force controlled by antagonistic muscles that transfer

energy back and forth within the system can be represented

by an Nth-order linear system �Palm, 1999�, where N is the

number of the energy-storage elements. The qTA model is

thus configured as an Nth-order linear system. Physiologi-

cally, as discussed earlier, there are at least two major an-

tagonistic muscle forces controlling the vocal fold tension

and various minor influences from the extrinsic laryngeal

muscles and the subglottal pressure. Thus the model should

be at least second order. This aspect of qTA is, to a large

extent, similar to the CR model for F0 control �Fujisaki,

1983; Fujisaki et al., 2005� and the task dynamic �TD� model

for the control of the segmental aspect of speech �Saltzman

and Kelso, 1987; Saltzman and Munhall, 1989�. Neverthe-

FIG. 2. A sketch of the PENTA model adapted from Xu �2005� with minor

modifications. The stacked boxes on the far left represent individual com-

municative functions, which constitute the primary inputs to the model.

They are parallel to each other with no hierarchical organizations, since the

meanings they represent are independent of each other. The communicative

functions are manifested through distinctive encoding schemes �second

stack of boxes from left�, which are either universal or language specific.

The encoding schemes then specify the values of the TA parameters �middle

block�: pitch target, pitch range, strength, and duration, which are the con-

trol parameters of the TA model �Fig. 1� that simulates the articulatory

process as syllable-synchronized sequential TA.
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less, qTA is different from CR and TD in a number of non-

trivial ways, which will be highlighted as our description of

qTA proceeds.

Nth-order linear systems can have many possible damp-

ing behaviors. For instance, a second-order linear system can

respond to externally imposed forces with three possible

damping behaviors: underdamped, overdamped, and criti-

cally damped. Of these, critical damping can be viewed as

the borderline condition between underdamping and over-

damping. The responses of an underdamped second-order

system have a shorter rise time compared to those of an

overdamped system, but they also manifest oscillation. In

contrast, the responses of an overdamped system have a

longer rise time with no oscillation. In speech, F0 move-

ments seem to be goal oriented once the underlying func-

tional components �e.g., tone, stress, or focus� are taken into

consideration �Chen and Xu, 2006; Gandour et al., 1994;

Wong, 2006; Xu, 1997, 1999�. In Mandarin, for example, an

F0 drop after the high tone is not for the sake of returning to

a baseline or a neutral pitch register but to approach the

lower pitch onset of another tone �e.g., low, rising, or the

neutral tone�. Similar evidence has also been found in Eng-

lish �Xu and Xu, 2005�. This suggests that the control

mechanism of F0 regulation for speech is nonoscillatory,

which means that the system is more likely to be over-

damped than underdamped. An overdamped system has pre-

viously been suggested for supralaryngeal articulation

�Fujisaki, 1974; Lindblom, 1983�. Thus the candidate damp-

ing behaviors of the F0 production model can be either over-

damped or critically damped, although the natural process is

more likely to be overdamped.

Although an overdamped linear system with an order

equaling to the number of factors that antagonistically con-

trol the vocal fold tension would be a desirable choice, it is

not mathematically efficient because of its complexity.

Rather, a simpler model that can still generate F0 contours

with sufficient accuracy would be preferred. To determine

the suitable order and damping behavior, a pilot test was

conducted by resynthesizing the F0 contours in a Mandarin

corpus �Xu, 1999� and measuring the root mean square error

�RMSE� and Pearson’s correlation coefficient �henceforth,

correlation� between the synthesized and original F0. The

detail of the corpus will be later discussed in detail in Sec.

IV A while the parameter extraction method will be ex-

plained in Sec. II C. For each syllable, the model parameters,

including pitch target and approximation rate, were estimated

and then used to synthesize the F0 contour. Afterward, the

RMSE and correlation were calculated. The mean and con-

fidence interval of RMSE and correlation were then derived

from the mean of RMSE and correlation of each speaker. As

shown in Fig. 3, although RMSE of the critically damped

system is slightly lower than that of the overdamped system,

their differences are not significant �F�1,31�=0.35, p

=0.556, with damping condition and system order as inde-

pendent factors� while the order significantly affects the error

�F�3,31�=2.80, p=0.047�. In contrast, for the correlation be-

tween the synthesized and original F0, the critically damped

system is significantly better than the overdamped system

�F�1,31�=132.92, p�0.001� while the effect of system or-

der is still significant �F�3,31�=2.90, p=0.042�. Moreover,

for a general Nth-order linear system, the critically damped

system has only one time-constant parameter while an over-

damped system has N time-constant parameters �see Table I

which will be explained next�. Mathematically, a critically

damped system is therefore simpler and possibly more accu-

FIG. 3. Average RMSE �left� and correlation �right� of resynthesis results comparing between damping conditions and model order. White bars indicate results

from the overdamped system and dark bars indicate results from the critically damped system. Vertical lines show standard errors of the mean.

TABLE I. Average rates of TA ��, as will be explained in Sec. II B 2� and their 95% confidence intervals as

functions of damping condition and model order. The number of � values depends on the model order in an

overdamped system while there is only one � value in a critically damped system regardless of order.

Order Overdamped �s−1�

Critically damped

�s−1�

1 32.7�4.3 20.5�2.6

2 33.6�1.3 52.3�1.2 30.0�2.5

3 37.9�1.0 55.5�1.3 68.3�1.8 44.6�2.9

4 35.4�1.1 54.9�0.9 69.1�1.6 71.3�1.5 49.4�1.9

5 36.1�1.5 59.2�1.2 66.4�1.5 68.6�1.9 75.2�1.2 50.9�3.2
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rate than an overdamped system. Also, as seen in Fig. 3,

while the system performance is improved from second to

third order in terms of both RMSE and correlation, there is

little improvement from third to fourth order. Using an ex-

ponential regression to determine the lowest order at which

RMSE is reduced to be within 5% from the steady state

� ⌈3� time constant⌉= ⌈3�0.8⌉=3, where ⌈x⌉ is a ceiling

function�, we found that it is sufficient to simulate F0 pro-

duction with a third-order critically damped linear system.

Table I shows the average rates of TA of both overdamped

and critically damped systems with different system orders.

The values in the table indicate how fast F0 approaches the

desired pitch target in terms of both slope and height when

the accuracy of estimation was optimal for each system or-

der. Last but not the least, an added advantage of a third-

order system over a second-order one is that it guarantees

smoothness across syllable boundaries in terms of not only

F0 level and velocity but also acceleration, which better

simulates the cross-boundary state transfer assumed in the

TA model.

2. Sequentiality and syllable synchronization

In the TA model, it is assumed that the most local com-

ponents of tone and intonation are strictly sequential in ar-

ticulation and are fully synchronized with the syllable �Xu

and Wang, 2001�. This assumption is based on evidence from

empirical research that the F0 movement toward an underly-

ing target starts from syllable onset rather than from voice

onset even in syllables with a voiceless initial consonant �Xu

and Xu, 2003 for Mandarin; Xu and Wallace, 2004 for Eng-

lish; Wong and Xu, 2007 for Cantonese� and that the target

approaching movement ends at syllable offset rather than at

vowel offset when the syllable has a coda consonant �Xu,

1998, 2001 for Mandarin; Wong and Xu, 2007 for Can-

tonese�. There has also been evidence that syllable-based F0

modeling is not only feasible �Black and Hunt, 1996; Ross

and Ostendorf, 1999� but also superior to accent-based mod-

eling that ignore syllable boundaries �Sun, 2002�. Further-

more, although most existing F0 models do not hold this

assumption �e.g., Fujisaki et al., 2005; Kochanski and Shih,

2003; Taylor, 2002; van Santen and Möbius, 2000; but see

Fujimura, 2000 for a syllable-based gestural-organization

model�, at least two modeling efforts have generated evi-

dence for synchronization of the syllable with tonal units

�Kochanski et al., 2003� or tonal commands �Gu et al.,

2007�. It is worth reiterating here that what is sequential and

syllable synchronized is the underlying target, namely, the

equivalent of the dashed lines in Fig. 1, rather than any sur-

face F0 event such as turning point, which is apparently de-

layed beyond syllable 1 in Fig. 1. This is a critical point

where our assumption differs from the conclusions of many

other studies that suggest variable alignment based on sur-

face F0 events such as peaks, valleys, and elbows �e.g., Ar-

vaniti et al., 1998; Atterer and Ladd, 2004; Chen et al., 2004;

Kohler, 2005�.

From the perspective of modeling, sequentiality and syl-

lable synchronization robustly reduce the degrees of freedom

for the control of the TA process. That is, the implementation

of a tone always starts from the onset of the syllable and ends

at the offset of the syllable, as shown in Fig. 1. Nevertheless,

the state of articulation, as specified by pitch level, velocity,

and acceleration, is transferred from one syllable to the next

at the syllable boundary. This differs from the CR model

which assumes only the transfer of displacement across the

executions of adjacent commands. There is no transfer of

velocity or acceleration as far as we can see from the pub-

lished descriptions of the model �Fujisaki, 1983, 2003;

Fujisaki et al., 2005�.

Another important aspect of sequentiality is the assump-

tion that all movements unidirectionally approach one target

or another, with no return phases to a baseline or a neutral

position. Such return phases are either obligatory or optional

in other models based on a damped linear system �e.g.,

Fujisaki et al., 2005; Saltzman and Munhall, 1989�.

B. Modeling

1. Pitch target

In qTA, a pitch target is defined as the underlying goal

of the local tonal or intonational component. It is a forcing

function, representing the joint force of the laryngeal

muscles that controls vocal fold tension. Based on the obser-

vation of the surface F0 contours in continuous speech �Xu,

1997, 1999� and the theoretical conceptualization of the TA

model �Xu and Wang, 2001�, a pitch target can be repre-

sented by a simple linear equation

x�t� = mt + b , �1�

where m and b denote the slope and height of the pitch

target, respectively. Since the implementation of the pitch

target is local to the host syllable, the time, t, is relative to

the onset of the syllable.

There are two types of targets: static, e.g., �high�, and

dynamic, e.g., �rise�. In a static target, the slope m equals

zero, while in a dynamic target m is either positive or nega-

tive. The empirical studies of Mandarin tones �Xu, 1997,

1999, 2001; Xu and Wang, 2001; Chen and Xu, 2006� sug-

gest that high �H�, low �L�, and neutral �N� tones can be

represented by static targets: �high�, �low�, and �mid�, while

rising �R� and falling �F� tones can be represented by dy-

namic targets: �rise� and �fall�. As demonstrated in Xu and

Wang �2001�, the slopes of the dynamic targets are essential

to the dynamic tones like R and F because their F0 variability

at different speech rates cannot be adequately simulated by

sequences of static targets such as �low+high� for �rise� or

�high+low� for �fall�. Moreover, recent studies of English

intonation suggest that an unstressed syllable may be repre-

sented by a static target �mid�, while a stressed syllable may

have either a static or dynamic target depending on a number

of lexical and postlexical factors �Xu and Xu, 2005�.

2. F0 realization

The control of vocal fold tension in qTA is implemented

through a third-order critically damped linear system. Gen-

erally, the response of the linear system consists of two parts:

forced response and natural response. The forced response is

the output of the system when it reaches the desired state, as

is assumed in the TA model. The natural response is the
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transient in the transition from the current articulatory state

to the desired state represented by the pitch target. This tran-

sient effect diminishes over time. For a third-order critically

damped system, the total response is in the form of

f0�t� = x�t� + �c1 + c2t + c3t2�e−�t, �2�

where the first term, x�t�, is the forced response which is the

pitch target itself and the second term, the polynomial and

the exponential, is the natural response. f0�t� is the complete

form of the fundamental frequency in hertz. The model thus

has three parameters, m and b which specify the pitch target

and � which represents the rate of TA. The transient coeffi-

cients c1, c2, and c3 are determined jointly by the initial

conditions and the target of the articulatory process. The ini-

tial conditions are the initial state of the dynamic F0 move-

ment, consisting of initial F0 level, f0�0�, initial velocity,

f0��0�, and initial acceleration, f0��0�. Solving the systems of

linear equations determined from the initial conditions, the

transient coefficients can be expressed in the following for-

mulas:

c1 = f0�0� − b , �3�

c2 = f0��0� + c1� − m , �4�

c3 = �f0��0� + 2c2� − c1�
2�/2. �5�

Figure 4 shows the F0 responses as each model param-

eter varies. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� demonstrate the F0 con-

tours when the first and second targets vary. Figures 4�c� and

4�d� illustrate the F0 contours when � varies for different

combinations of dynamic and static targets. Other things be-

ing equal, F0 approaches the target more rapidly as � in-

creases. As a result, the shape of the F0 contour varies

greatly with the change in the � value. Peak delays can be

clearly observed in Fig. 4�d� as � of the second syllable

varies. The approximation rate represented by � is therefore

an important parameter of the TA process, as has been sug-

gested in previous empirical research �Chen and Xu, 2006;

Xu and Xu, 2005�.

C. Automatic parameter extraction

Parameter extraction was done with an automatic

analysis-by-synthesis optimization algorithm, as illustrated

in Fig. 5. The purpose of the automatic parameter extraction

is to train the model based on available data so that we can

both resynthesize the F0 contours in the training data and

synthesize novel F0 contours. The algorithm reads the train-

ing data and parameter constraints, then automatically varies

the parameter values in the specified search space, and finally

adopts the parameter set with the lowest sum square error

between the synthesized and original F0 contours. The opti-

mization is conducted one syllable at a time according to the

sequentiality and syllable synchronization assumptions.

In traditional acoustic synthesis by rule, the parameters

used are based on human understanding of the speech pro-

duction process. These parameters can be obtained either

from measurements of acoustic or articulatory data or from

analysis by synthesis based on the proposed model �Klatt,

1987�. For models that represent F0 contours independent of

physical mechanisms, the parameters are usually data driven

based on real speech corpora. However, for models that

simulate underlying mechanisms of certain processes, the

analysis-by-synthesis method is typically used to estimate

the model parameters �Fujisaki et al., 2005; Kochanski and

Shih, 2003; Mixdorff, 2000�. This is because it is difficult,

and sometimes impossible, to construct inverse algorithms

for the production models. With an analysis-by-synthesis

framework, parameter estimation can be done for any system

regardless of its reversibility.

In qTA, for each syllable, the parameter � represents its

assigned level of articulatory effort. It corresponds to the rate

of TA and is inversely proportional to the time constant of

the approximation process. The time constant is the time

relative to the onset of the current TA. Figure 6 shows com-

puted percentages of F0 approximation to a static target with

different time constant. They are calculated by substituting t

in Eq. �2� with the number that is a multiple of the time

constant. A higher � indicates that F0 will reach the target

faster. It requires more than five time constants to achieve

90% of the target. It should be noted that � is not directly

equal to the speed of F0 movement because the same � may

result in different F0 speed depending on b and m of the

underling pitch target. In the present study, � is allowed to

vary from 0 to 120 s−1, which correspond to the time to fully

reach a pitch target in a very short syllable ��70 ms�. This

search range is also consistent with the computed percentage

of TA shown in Fig. 6.

For the other two variable parameters, namely, m and b,

both specifying the pitch target, we also imposed restrictions

based on our understanding of the nature of the targets as

discussed earlier. For each target we specified a search space

for m: zero for �high�, �low�, and �mid�, positive for �rise�,

and negative for �fall�. Also for each target, we restricted the

search space of b of each syllable to be within a small range

��20 Hz�. The center point of this search space is around the

predicted y-intercept value which is the difference between

the final F0 value and the expected excursion, i.e., target

slope�syllable duration. This is because, based on previous

findings, syllable offset is where surface F0 becomes closest

to the target �Xu, 1997, 1999; Xu and Wang, 2001�. In cases

voicing stops before the end of the syllable, the last available

F0 value and its corresponding time were used instead.

Note that these restrictions are based on previous em-

pirical findings about tone production rather than being arbi-

trary, as discussed earlier in this section. Once imposed, they

help to significantly reduce the possibility of the searches

being stuck at local minima, thus allowing the training to be

fully automatic. Table II shows the constraint violation rates

and relative changes in standard deviation of estimated

model parameters. The constraint violation rate is the per-

centage of the number of parameter estimations that fall out-

side the ranges of parameter constraints. The relative change

in standard deviation is calculated as the relative difference

between the standard deviation obtained with and without

parameter constraints. The results in Table II were derived

from the Mandarin dataset which will be discussed later in

Sec. IV A. As shown in Table II, the most influential con-
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straint is the m-constraint because discarding it results in the

highest constraint violation rate �52.35%�. Most of the m

violations occurred in the H and L tones, for which the con-

straint m=0 is extremely easy to violate, as hardly any sur-

face F0 contour is fully flat by the end of the syllable with

those tones. The right half of Table II shows that removing

the constraint on m also affects the variation in � �81.22%

greater standard deviation�, while the b-constraint moder-

ately affects variations in both b and �. The least influential

is the �-constraint which mainly affects the variation in �

itself and affects those of other parameters only slightly. In-

terestingly, the only parameter that has been heavily affected

by constraints other than its own is �. This indicates that the

estimation of � is quite dependent on the estimation of the

pitch target parameters.

An example of the F0 contour synthesized with param-

FIG. 4. Examples of F0 contours generated by the qTA model with varying values of m, b, and �. The dashed lines indicate the underlying pitch targets which

are linear functions of m and b. The vertical lines show the syllable boundaries through which the articulatory state propagates.
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eters resulting from the automatic extraction is shown in Fig.

7. The synthesized F0 closely approximates the original one,

as will be later shown in the low average RMSE in the test-

ing on all speakers.

III. MODELING TONE AND FOCUS AS
COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS

As suggested by the PENTA model discussed in Sec. I,

speech prosody conveys multiple communicative functions

in parallel. Each function is represented by a unique encod-

ing scheme, specified in terms of one or more of the TA

parameters: pitch target, pitch range, strength, and duration,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. Effective quantitative modeling of

speech prosody, based on this view, can be achieved only if

individual communicative functions are simulated.

To formalize encoding schemes of the communicative

functions, we define the parametric vector of the jth syllable

as a set of qTA model parameters, p j = �m j ,b j ,� j�
T. The F0 of

the sentence can be formed by consecutively executing a

series of parametric vectors. A prosodic vector of length N

represents the prosody of the sentence with N syllables. It

can be expressed in the form of a series of N parametric

vectors, s= �p1 ,p2¯pN�. This vector is the input to the TA

process. It is possible for communicative functions to be rep-

resented by either parametric vectors or prosodic vectors,

depending on the temporal domain of the function.

Three communicative functions are directly modeled in

the present study, lexical tone in Mandarin, lexical stress in

English, and focus in both languages, as explained next. Two

other communicative functions, namely, new topic and sen-

tence modality �Swerts, 1997; Lehiste, 1975; Liu and Xu,

2005; Wang and Xu, 2006�, are only indirectly modeled as

positional dependencies of the functions. Figure 8 is a block

diagram of qTA and the communicative functions imple-

mented in the present study. The input communicative func-

tions are functional specifications which can be tone/stress

symbols for the tone/stress function or focus position for the

focus function. The generated parametric vector from the

tone/stress function is additively combined with the focus

adjustment vector from the focus function. This combination

results in the focus-adjusted parametric vector which is the

output of the parallel encoding process and also the input to

the TA process.

A. Lexical tone and lexical stress

For Mandarin, the most local functional components are

the lexical tones. Given a symbolic input tone x, the tone

function generates the parametric vector p:

p = tone�x� , �6�

where the tone category x is N, H, R, L, or F. The tone

function returns a parametric vector for tone x. Thus each

tone requires one parametric vector to represent it. During

training, the parameter values of a tone are derived by aver-

aging the parametric vectors extracted from all individual

occurrences of that tone.

For English, the most local pitch component is lexical

stress. Unlike in Mandarin, however, pitch values related to

lexical stress in English are assigned postlexically �Ladd,

1996; Liu and Xu, 2005; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Xu and Xu,

2005�. Xu and Xu �2005� showed that unstressed syllables in

TABLE II. Constraint violation rates and relative changes in standard de-

viation when removing each parameter constraint in the automatic parameter

extraction.

Constraint

on

Constraint

violation rate �%�

Relative change in standard deviation �%�

��m ��b ���

m 52.35 200.82 −0.67 81.22

b 17.15 −4.43 13.75 10.84

� 7.21 1.74 −0.71 20.22

FIG. 6. Percentage of F0 approximation to a static target as a function of

time constant. These percentages were calculated by substituting t in Eq. �2�

with different multiples of the time constant.

FIG. 5. A flowchart of automatic parameter extraction of qTA model. The

algorithm optimizes for the suitable model parameters that, when imple-

mented by the qTA model, generate F0 contours that closely approximate the

original ones.
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English, just like the neutral tone in Mandarin �Chen and Xu,

2006�, are assigned specific pitch targets rather than being

targetless. Thus for English, every syllable is assigned a pitch

target regardless of its stress status. The functional represen-

tation of lexical stress is

p = stress�x� , �7�

where x represents the stress category which is either

stressed or unstressed.

B. Focus

Focus is a discourse function to highlight a particular

piece of information against the background information

�Bolinger, 1986; Gussenhoven, 2007; van Heuven, 1994;

Ladd, 1996; Xu and Xu, 2005�. In many languages, includ-

ing English and Mandarin, focus expands the pitch range of

the focused syllable�s� and compresses the pitch range of the

postfocus syllable�s� �Botinis et al., 2000; Hasegawa and

Hata, 1992; Krahmer and Swerts, 2001; Mixdorff, 2004;

Rump and Collier, 1996; Xu, 1999; Xu and Xu, 2005�. Based

on these findings, syllables in each sentence can be grouped

into maximally four regions: prefocus, on focus, postfocus,

and final focus, whichever is applicable. Little pitch range

adjustment occurs in the prefocus region. Pitch range of the

on-focus region is expanded, while that of the postfocus re-

gion, which includes all syllables up to the end of the sen-

tence, is compressed. Final focus is treated separately be-

cause it has been found to have a pitch range larger than that

of neutral focus but smaller than that of nonfinal focus in

both Mandarin and English �Xu, 1999; Xu and Xu, 2005�.

For a sentence with no narrow focus, its entirety is treated as

prefocus.

Computationally, focus is treated as an adjustment func-

FIG. 7. An example of resynthesized F0 for the tone sequence HRFLH. The solid line represents the synthesized F0 contour while the gray dotted line

indicates the original F0 contour. The dashed vertical lines show the syllable boundaries. The discontinuity of F0 at the beginning of the last syllable is due

to the voiceless initial stop consonant �t� in the last syllable.

FIG. 8. A block diagram of the qTA model as the quantitative counterpart of the PENTA model. The dashed vertical line separates the parallel encoding, which

mainly generates and manipulates the parametric vectors, from the TA, which implements the parametric vectors and synthesizes F0.
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tion. It maps the given prosodic vector s with length N and

focus position K to the output prosodic vector ŝ.

ŝ = focus�s,K� , �8�

where K is a set of positive integers including one but less

than or equal to N. Each element in the set K indicates the

position of the syllables of the word under focus. If the fo-

cused word is monosyllabic, K has only one element. Focus

encoding is done by adjusting the input prosodic vector ac-

cording to the trained focus adjustment parameters. For in-

stance, the implementation of medial focus at the Mth syl-

lable �K= �M�� would be

ŝ = �p1, p2, . . . , pM + �pon, pM+1 + �ppost, . . . ,

pN + �ppost� , �9�

where �pon and �ppost denote the focus adjustment vectors

of on- and postfocus regions, respectively. Here, no adjust-

ment is made before focus. The on-focus parametric vector is

changed by the on-focus adjustment which expands the pitch

range of the pitch target. The remaining parametric vectors

are modified by the postfocus adjustment which compresses

and lowers the pitch range of the pitch targets. Similarly, the

implementation of final focus at the last syllable �K= �N��

would be

ŝ = �p1, p2, . . . , pN + �pfinal� , �10�

where �pfinal denotes the focus adjustment vectors of final-

focus regions. Only the parametric vector of the last syllable

is adjusted in this case. If the focused word consists of two

syllables, the implementation of the initial focus of the first

two syllables �K= �1,2�� would be

ŝ = �p1 + �pon, p2 + �pon, p3 + �ppost, . . . ,

pN + �ppost� . �11�

In training the focus function, the extracted parametric

vectors from the training corpus are divided into four focus

regions, pre-, on-, post-, and final focus. The parametric vec-

tors in the prefocus regions are averaged together according

to tone or lexical stress and treated as the reference paramet-

ric vector for further calculation in other focus regions. For

other focus regions, the focus adjustment vectors are calcu-

lated by averaging the differences between the parametric

vectors in on-, post-, or final-focus regions and the reference

parametric vectors, respectively.

p̄ =
1

N
�

i

pi, pi � prefocus set,

N = total number of pi in prefocus set, �12�

�pfloc =
1

M
�

j

�p j − p̄�, p j � floc focus set,

M = total number of p j in floc focus set, �13�

where floc denotes three possible focus locations including

on, post, and final. Thus, for example, the total number of

parametric vectors required for tone and focus representation

in Mandarin is 16:4 prefocus parametric vectors and 12 focus

adjustment vectors. For English, the total number of para-

metric vectors is 8:2 prefocus parametric vectors and 6 focus

adjustment vectors.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Corpora

Two datasets were used in the experiments for testing

the ability of the qTA model to simulate tone and intonation

in Mandarin and English. The Mandarin dataset was origi-

nally collected for a study of tone and focus �Xu, 1999�. It

consists of 3840 five-syllable utterances recorded by four

male and four female Mandarin speakers. Figure 9 illustrates

the cross-speaker and cross-gender variations in F0 contours

in the tone sequence HRFHH produced by eight speakers in

different focus conditions. The difference between genders

can be easily observed in the two nonoverlapping clusters in

each panel. Within-gender variability can also be clearly seen

in the spread of the contours within each cluster.

The words in the sentences and the corresponding tones

in this dataset are shown in Table III. In each utterance, the

first two and last two syllables are disyllabic words while the

third syllable is a monosyllabic word. The first and last syl-

lables in each sentence always have the H tone while the

tones of the other syllables vary depending on the position:

H, R, L, or F in the second syllable, H, R, or F in the third

syllable, and H or L in the fourth syllable. Since the dataset

was originally designed for studying tone and focus, each

sentence has four focus conditions: no focus, initial focus,

medial focus, and final focus. Thus, there are totally 96

variations in tone and focus.

The English dataset was originally collected for a study

of the effect of focus on English intonation �Xu and Xu,

2005�. It consists of 1176 short declarative utterances re-

corded by four male and four female American English

speakers. A list of the sentences in this dataset is shown in

Table IV. Each sentence is said in one of four focus condi-

tions: no focus, sentence-initial focus, sentence-medial focus,

and sentence-final focus, and also in one of two speaking

rates: normal and fast. For each focus condition and speaking

rate, the sentences were repeated seven times. The dataset is

further divided into three sentence groups, which differ in the

position of the target word. In total, there are 42 combina-

tions of word, focus condition, and speaking rate.

Figure 10 shows examples of F0 extracted from both

datasets and then averaged across speakers. The top left

panel shows examples of Mandarin with tonal variations at

the second syllable. The bottom left panel shows the effects

of focus variation on F0 when the tones are fixed. The top

right and bottom right panels show examples from two dif-

ferent sentences in English with different types of focus.

B. Parameter analysis

Using the automatic analysis-by-synthesis optimization

algorithm described in Sec. II C, we extracted the prosodic

vectors from each sentence in the two datasets. After that, we

derived function-specific parametric vectors, consisting of

the model parameters m, b, and �, for different communica-

tive functions. For Mandarin, parameters for the tone and
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focus functions were extracted. For English, parameters for

the stress and focus functions were extracted.

In intonation modeling, F0 estimation algorithms typi-

cally represent F0 in hertz scale, especially those that model

surface F0 directly �Hirst and Espesser, 1993; Pierrehumbert,

1981; Taylor, 2000; van Santen and Möbius, 2000�. The

hertz scale is also commonly used for F0 display in most

speech analysis applications. However, there is evidence that

pitch operates in speech on a logarithmic scale in both per-

ception �Nolan, 2003� and production �Fujisaki, 2003�. Thus

it is inappropriate to pool data across different speakers in

hertz during modeling as they may have very different pitch

spans depending on their pitch ranges. The current version of

qTA model thus uses the semitone �st� scale for parameter

representation while the hertz scale is used only for display-

ing F0 so that the surface contours more directly reflect what

is commonly seen. For speaker normalization purposes, the

semitone scale is used for normalizing pitch ranges across

speakers, and utterance-onset F0 is used as a baseline to nor-

malize speaker differences in terms of average F0 level. For

cross-speaker normalization, the extracted pitch target pa-

rameters are converted from hertz scale to semitone scale

before averaging within each designated communicative

function.

1. Mandarin

Table V shows the means and confidence intervals of the

extracted parametric vectors of the tone function. They are

extracted from data in prefocus regions, which also include

all the words in sentences with no narrow focus, as explained

earlier. The b values are measured relative to the initial F0 of

FIG. 9. F0 contours of the HRFHH tone sequence spoken by eight speakers in different focus conditions in the Mandarin corpus. The focused syllable is

denoted as the underlined letter. Each panel contains 40 F0 contours �five repetitions by each speaker�. The vertical dashed lines mark the syllable boundaries.

In each panel the two clusters are from the female and male speakers, respectively.

TABLE III. Words and corresponding tone patterns of the Mandarin dataset �Xu, 1999�. H, R, L, and F

represent high, rising, low, and falling tones, respectively. The numerals at the end of each syllable also

represents the tones: 1, 2, 3, and 4 for H, R, L, and F, respectively.

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

HH mao1 mi1 “kitty” H mo1 “touches” HH mao1 mi1 “kitty”

HR mao1 mi2 “cat-fan” R na2 “takes” LH ma3 dao1 “sabre”

HL mao1 mi3 “cat-rice” F mai4 “sells”

HF mao1 mi4 “cat-honey”
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each sentence. The model parameters in Table V show

clearly distinct target values for the tones for both male and

female speakers. Note that the positive and negative m for

the R and F tones would have to be each represented by a

combination of both positive and negative commands in the

CR model �Fujisaki et al., 2005�, which demonstrates the

greater simplicity of the qTA than the CR model in repre-

senting the tone function. The smaller absolute value of m in

the R tone than in the F tone is consistent with the empirical

finding that the maximum speed of pitch rises is lower than

that of pitch drops �Xu and Sun, 2002�. It should be noted

that, for Tables V–IX, the confidence intervals of m and �m

for both H and L tones equal zero because those tones are

assumed to have static targets. Note also that the small con-

fidence intervals here and in Tables VI–X are partially attrib-

utable to the restrictions placed on the search space. Some of

the confidence intervals may become larger once the restric-

tions are removed, as shown in Table II.

Table VI shows the means and confidence intervals of

the adjustment vectors of the focus function extracted from

on-, post-, and final-focus regions. These adjustment param-

eters are expressed as differences from the parameter values

in the prefocus region shown in Table V. Both m and b in the

on-focus region are magnified so that b is higher for the H

tone but lower for the L tone while the absolute value of m is

increased for both R and F tones. In contrast to the on-focus

region, the parameter values in the postfocus region are com-

pressed and lowered. In the final-focus region, the b adjust-

ments are very small for the H tone but slightly larger for the

L tone. Interestingly, there are no significant changes in on-

focus � adjustments as can be seen from their confidence

intervals. This indicates that when the syllable is focused the

approximation rate remains largely constant.

2. English

For English, parametric and adjustment vectors are ob-

tained by averaging the individual vectors according to lexi-

cal stress, position in sentence, and focus. The positional

differentiation is applied only in the prefocus region, which

is to indirectly model the combined effect of new topic and

sentence modality. Based on the findings of Xu and Xu

�2005�, we assume static targets for every syllable, except for

FIG. 10. Examples of naturally produced F0 contours of Mandarin �left� and English �right� with tonal and focal variations. The vertical dashed lines mark

the syllable boundaries. Adapted from Xu �1999� and Xu and Xu �2005�, respectively.

TABLE IV. A list of sentences in the English dataset �Xu and Xu, 2005�.

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5

Lee/Nina/Lamar/

Emily/Ramona

May Know My Niece

Lee Lure/mimic/

minimize

Niece

Lee Know Niece/nanny/

mummy

TABLE V. Means and confidence intervals of extracted parametric vectors

of the tone function obtained from the Mandarin dataset. Because different

speakers have different average F0, the utterance-onset F0 is subtracted from

b, the pitch target height, so that the values of b in the table are relative to

the utterance-onset F0.

Tone m �st/s� b �st� � �s−1�

H 0 0.0�1.0 54.5�5.4

R 93.4�3.4 −2.2�1.1 40.7�3.8

L 0 −8.9�0.6 34.1�5.0

F −106.4�3.0 −2.5�1.3 39.3�3.2
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the sentence-final monosyllabic words and the focused word-

final stressed syllables because their pitch targets in declara-

tive sentences are likely to be �fall�. Table VII shows the

means and confidence intervals of parametric vectors of the

stress function in the prefocus region for each syllable posi-

tion and stress condition, e.g., stress �stressed,1�. The integer

in the second argument of this stress function indicates syl-

lable position. In Table VII, the b values are always higher

for stressed syllables than for unstressed syllables even

though focus adjustments are not yet involved in these pre-

focus regions. This is consistent with the finding that the

effect of lexical stress on F0 in English, though small in

magnitude, is independent of focus �Xu and Xu, 2005� and

audible to native listeners �Fry, 1958�.

Table VIII shows the means and confidence intervals of

the focus adjustment vectors obtained from on-, post-, and

final-focus regions. While the values of postfocus adjustment

b are all negative, the on-focus and final-focus adjustments

are positive for stressed syllables but negative for unstressed

syllables. This is consistent with the findings of Xu and Xu

�2005�. It is interesting to note that the on-focus �� values

are mostly negative. It could be partially a correction of the

excessively large values for prefocus syllables seen in Table

VII as compared to those in Table V for Mandarin. Specula-

tively, when the actual F0 excursion size is very small, the

estimation of � tends to be larger than reality. This should be

examined in future research. Also, the postfocus �� values

are positive for an unstressed syllable and no change for a

stressed syllable, which differs from the reduction in postfo-

cus word strength in the Stem-ML found by Shih and

Kochanski �2003�. This is also an issue worth exploring in

future research.

Table IX shows the parametric vectors of the stress and

focus functions for the sentence-final monosyllabic words

and the focused word-final stressed syllable. Here the values

of m are always negative regardless of focus condition, al-

though the search space was not limited to below zero, indi-

cating steep falling targets �Pierrehumbert, 1980; Xu and Xu,

2005�. The postfocus adjustment of m is positive, indicating

a decrease in the slope due to pitch range reduction.

Overall, the parameters obtained for both Mandarin and

English are consistent with the results of systematic acoustic

analyses for the respective corpora �Xu, 1999; Xu and Xu,

2005�. This is initial indication that the analysis-by-synthesis

method employed in the present study is effective.

C. Model evaluation by assessing synthesis quality

The effectiveness of the qTA model was further evalu-

ated in two ways: �a� numerical assessment of closeness of fit

between synthesized and natural F0 and �b� perceptual iden-

tification of tone and focus as well as judgment of natural-

ness by native speakers of Mandarin and English.

1. Numerical assessment

The tests were conducted using a leave-one-out cross-

validation scheme. This is to assure the reliability of the

evaluation by testing the robustness of the qTA model

against interspeaker variability. Each time, the data of oneTABLE VII. Means and confidence intervals of parametric vectors of the

stress function obtained from the English dataset.

Syllable position Stress m �st/s� b �st� � �s−1�

1 Unstressed 0 0.1�0.8 72.8�6.7

Stressed 0 1.3�0.9 48.1�9.1

2 Unstressed 0 −1.2�0.9 41.0�5.9

3 Unstressed 0 −2.0�0.7 51.4�7.2

Stressed 0 −1.2�0.6 62.6�11.8

4 Unstressed 0 −2.8�0.6 43.3�6.7

5 Unstressed 0 −5.3�1.2 58.3�9.9

Stressed 0 −1.3�1.2 49.8�12.0

TABLE VIII. Means and confidence intervals of adjustment vectors of the

focus function obtained from the English dataset. They are derived relative

to the parametric vectors in Table VII.

Focus location Stress �m �st/s� �b �st� �� �s−1�

On focus Unstressed 0 −1.1�0.7 −5.2�3.7

Stressed 0 2.9�1.1 −10.6�2.4

Postfocus Unstressed 0 −1.9�0.9 14.3�5.0

Stressed 0 −2.9�1.0 1.4�11.1

Final focus Unstressed 0 −1.7�2.7 0.9�13.5

Stressed 0 2.3�1.6 −24.0�8.7

TABLE IX. Means and confidence intervals of parametric vectors of the

stress function and the adjustment vectors of the focus function for the

exceptional cases where the pitch target is dynamic. These parametric vec-

tors are also derived from the English corpus. The symbol � indicates that

the parameters in that row are relative to the prefocus parameters.

Stress Focus �m �st/s� �b �st� �� �s−1�

Focused word-final

stressed syllable

On focus ��� −81.1�14.8 3.5�1.4 −20.5�1.3

Sentence-final

monosyllabic word

Prefocus −90.2�11.8 −4.3�1.5 38.4�7.9

Postfocus ��� 27.1�14.6 −1.0�1.9 −4.6�5.6

Final focus ��� −22.8�9.7 0.3�1.6 −11.6�2.7

TABLE VI. Means and confidence intervals of focus adjustment vectors of

on-focus, postfocus, and final-focus regions obtained from the Mandarin

dataset. These focus adjustment vectors are relative to the parametric vector

of the tone function in Table V.

Focus location Tone �m �st/s� �b �st� �� �s−1�

On focus H 0 2.3�1.1 −1.6�3.5

R 11.8�3.6 0.6�1.0 −3.9�3.7

L 0 −2.4�1.8 1.0�6.7

F −6.7�2.5 1.2�1.8 −1.2�3.2

Postfocus H 0 −5.6�1.0 −11.2�4.2

R −7.3�2.9 −4.1�0.7 7.8�7.0

L 0 −4.1�1.4 −3.2�5.4

F 4.5�3.3 −2.8�1.5 2.5�5.3

Final focus H 0 −0.2�0.8 −16.0�2.5

L 0 −2.1�1.5 −4.6�5.4
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speaker were circularly selected as the test set while those of

the rest of the speakers formed the training set. Using this

cross-validation scheme, the experiment repeated eight

times, thus maximizing the chances of detecting the worst

errors. Two measurements were used to assess the closeness

of fit between synthesized and natural F0, RMSE and Pear-

son’s correlation coefficient. RMSE measures the difference

between natural and synthesized F0 contours while correla-

tion coefficient indicates the linear relationship between

them. It should be noted that the correlation coefficients were

used for evaluating F0 contours, not the model parameters.

This evaluation matrix is the same as those reported in pre-

vious modeling attempts �Taylor, 2000; Dusterhoff et al.,

1999; Jilka et al., 1999�. Positive high correlation indicates

consistency between original and synthesized F0 contours

not only in height but also in contour shapes. The semitone

rather than hertz scale is used for measuring RMSE so that

the results from different speakers can be assessed together.

In contrast, correlation coefficients are computed in hertz to

maximize the F0 discrepancy. The training phase began with

automatically extracting the parametric vectors from each ut-

terance. The resulting parametric vectors were then summa-

rized according to the functions to be tested. In the testing

phase, RMSE and correlation coefficients for each sentence

were obtained for each function.

The natural F0 contours were first compared to the re-

synthesized contours, i.e., those generated with the param-

eters extracted from each individual sentence itself. Then, F0

contours of two synthesized communicative functions were

compared to the natural F0: tone �Mandarin� or stress �Eng-

lish� and focus. Also, two positional dependencies were

tested: syllable position �F0 generated with parameters aver-

aged for each position in a sentence� and tonal context �F0

generated with parameters averaged for each tonal context�.

The syllable position dependency was tested for both Man-

darin and English. The tonal context dependency was tested

only for Mandarin.

2. Perceptual evaluation

For the perceptual evaluation experiments, the testing

datasets were generated based on the communicative func-

tions simulated in the present study. To test the effectiveness

of duration modification in the focused syllable, the duration

adjustment of the focus function was also included in the

perceptual test. For the Mandarin tests, the following stimuli

were generated.

Tone: mao �H� mi �H/R/L/F� mo

�H/R/F� ma �L� dao �H�

4�3=12.

Focus: neutral/initial/medial/final 12�4=48.

Synthesis: original/ 48�3=144

synthetic without focus

duration/

synthetic with focus duration

The natural speech material was recorded specifically

for the present study by the second author, who was one of

the speakers in Xu �1999�. In this recording, unlike in Xu

�1999�, the third syllable was always /mo/ regardless of its

tone so as to guarantee minimal tonal contrasts for reliable

assessment of tone identification at this sentence location.

For the Mandarin perceptual test, qTA parameters for

tone and focus were extracted from each utterance. For each

stimulus sentence, F0 was synthesized and then used to re-

place the F0 of the host utterance. There were 12 host utter-

ances, in which the tones of the second and third syllables

were varied. The focus-specific F0 contours generated for

each focus condition were used to replace the original con-

tours of these utterances using pitch-synchronous overlap

and add �PSOLA� method in PRAAT �Boersma, 2001�. The

importance of focus duration is tested by modifying the syl-

lable duration of the segmental data of the original speech.

Nine native Mandarin listeners participated in the test. The

test was set up as a web-based program. The setup of the test

consisted of two main sections. In the first section, listeners

were instructed to identify the tones of the second and third

syllables by selecting the Chinese character with the specific

tone. In the second section, they were instructed to identify

the focused word �i.e., the word being emphasized� and to

judge whether the utterance was naturally spoken or synthe-

sized. For each question in the test, the natural and synthe-

sized sounds were randomly presented to the listeners. Lis-

teners could listen to the sample sounds as many times as

they preferred.

The conditions in the English perception experiment

were focus, sentence, and synthesis method. There were

eight natural speech utterances, including four neutral focus

utterances from four different sentences, two initial focus

utterances �S1 and S2�, one medial focus utterance �S3�, and

one final focus utterance �S4�. For speech with synthesized

F0, there were 32 test utterances according to the following

composition.

Focus: neutral/initial/medial/final 4=4.

Sentence: �four different sentences� S1/

S2/S3/S4

4�4=16.

Duration: with focus duration/without

focus duration

16�2=32.

The natural speech materials used in making the stimuli

were drawn from the English dataset used in the present

study. Eight natural utterances were selected from the

speaker with lowest resynthesis RMSE in the numerical as-

sessment. Thus, there were totally 40 test utterances. To syn-

thesize the test stimuli, we used only four neutral focus ut-

TABLE X. Average RMSE and correlation coefficients in the Mandarin

simulations. Synthesized F0 used in these comparisons are those generated

by resynthesis, tone function, focus function, and positional effect.

Imposed function No. of parametric vector RMSE �st� Correlation

Resynthesis 19 200 0.56 0.92

Tone 4 2.84 0.74

Tone+position 20 2.46 0.75

Tone+focus 16 2.24 0.77

Tone+focus+position 80 2.16 0.78
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terances from four different sentences and modified the

syllable duration of the segmental data of the original speech

using PRAAT. Fourteen native English listeners participated in

this listening experiment: ten of them were American Eng-

lish speakers and four were British English speakers. During

the test, participants were asked to identify the focused

words and to judge whether the test utterances were naturally

spoken or synthesized. The test was set up in the same way

as the Mandarin perception test.

3. Evaluation results

a. Mandarin Table X shows RMSE and correlation co-
efficients of the resynthesis and synthesis with successively
added function-specific components. The results of resynthe-
sis of the same utterances show very low error rates and very
high correlations, indicating that the qTA-regenerated F0

contours can fit the original contours quite well. From resyn-
thesis to synthesis with function-specific parameters there is
a general increase in error rate, but note also the dramatic
reduction in the number of parameter vectors used �from
19 200 to 4–80�. The tone-only condition has the highest
error rate and lowest correlation. There is a slight improve-
ment when either focus or positional specification was
added. It is obvious that focus is the more effective con-
straint, as the result of adding focus specification is better
than adding position specification. Moreover, the results of
adding both focus and position are not significantly different
in terms of RMSE from those of adding focus only
�F�1,15�=0.03, p=0.858�. The more concrete evidence is in

the analysis of correlation, which indicates that only the fo-
cus function significantly affects the correlation �F�1,31�

=5.21, p=0.030�. This is probably because the focus speci-

fications have already implicitly included the positional ef-
fect when calculating the adjustment vectors for different
focus regions.

Table XI shows the results of adding tonal context
dependency to the model. The improvements are not signifi-
cantly different between the preceding and following tone
contexts, although they both show a slight but insignificant
reduction in error rate. There are no further improvements in
adding tonal context whether or not focus has been added
�RMSE:F�2,47�=0.23, p=0.795; correlation: F�2,47�

=1.39, p=0.259�. The focus function, however, significantly
affects the correlation �F�1,47�=4.65, p=0.036�. This also

indicates the importance of the focus function in determining
the F0 contours.

Figure 11 shows the results of the perceptual evalu-
ation of natural and synthetic F0 in Mandarin speech as de-
scribed earlier. Listeners could identify the tones equally
well in both syllable positions �F�1,35�=0.54, p=0.470�.

There is no significant difference in identification rate be-
tween natural and synthesized F0 �F�1,35�=1.05, p=0.317�.

Moreover, there was no significant difference in focus iden-
tification between natural and synthesized F0 whether or not
natural duration adjustment was applied to the synthetic
speech �F�2,26�=2.36, p=0.127�. However, naturalness per-

ception differed between natural and synthesized F0

�F�2,26�=6.07, p=0.011�. A close examination of the syn-

thetic sentences that had low naturalness scores found cases
of acoustic discontinuity. An example is shown in Fig. 12,
where the locations of aperiodicity in the synthetic speech
are indicated by the arrows. Such aperiodicity is not seen in

TABLE XI. Average RMSE and correlation coefficients for adding context

dependency in the simulation of the Mandarin dataset.

Imposed function

No. of

parametric vector RMSE �st� Correlation

Tone 4 2.84 0.74

Tone+preceding context 16 2.57 0.76

Tone+following context 16 2.50 0.77

Tone+focus 16 2.24 0.77

Tone+focus+preceding context 68 2.17 0.78

Tone+focus+following context 68 2.21 0.77

FIG. 11. Means �bars and the numbers above them� and standard errors �vertical lines� of identification rates in the Mandarin perceptual evaluation. The left

graph shows averaged tone identification results while the right graph shows results of focus identification and naturalness evaluation. In the left graph, the

white and gray bars indicate rate of tone identification for natural and synthetic F0. In the right graph, the white, black, and gray bars indicate the results of

focus identification and naturalness rating for natural F0, synthetic F0 without focus duration, and synthetic F0 with focus duration, respectively.

FIG. 12. Upper panel: Aperiodicity in a synthetic sentence. The arrows

point to the two locations where the periods are either exceptionally long or

exceptionally short. Lower panel: The resynthesized original sentence,

where no strong aperiodicity is seen in the same locations.
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the resynthesized original shown in the lower panel. This
difference in synthesis quality is probably due to the ineffec-
tiveness of the PSOLA algorithm in modifying pitch and
duration at the same time.

b. English Table XII shows the results of numerical
assessment for the English synthesis. For the resynthesized
F0 the errors are very low while the correlation coefficients
are very high. Simulating only the stress function leads to
higher errors and slightly lower correlations. This is similar
to the case of the tone-only simulation in Mandarin in Table
X. Similar to the Mandarin tests, there is no significant im-
provement by adding positional dependency when the focus
function has already been used �RMSE: F�1,15�=1.07, p

=0.318; correlation: F�1,15�=0.34, p=0.571�. There is,

however, a significant main effect of adding positional de-
pendency, but only in terms of correlation �F�1,31�=4.94,

p=0.034�. An overall F0 declination related to a combined
effect of new topic and sentence modality, as discussed ear-
lier, is the plausible underlying mechanism of this improve-
ment.

Figure 13 shows the perception results of focus
identification and naturalness evaluation of the natural and
synthetic F0 for the English dataset. There is a significant
difference in focus identification between natural and syn-
thetic F0 �F�2,41�=7.02, p=0.004�. Listeners could identify

focus significantly better from natural than from synthetic F0

without duration adjustment �F�1,27�=25.49, p�0.001�.

However, they could identify focus equally well from natural
and synthetic F0 with duration modification �F�1,27�=0.62,

p=0.444�. Listeners also perceived a difference between syn-

thesis methods �F�2,41�=13.10, p�0.001�, but they did not

recognize the difference in natural and synthetic F0 with fo-
cus duration �F�1,27�=1.82, p=0.200�.

V. DISCUSSION

The adequacy of any theoretical understanding of a

natural phenomenon can be best measured in terms of the

amount of details it can predict. This should also be true of

theories about tone and intonation. Of the various tonal and

intonational theories proposed so far �e.g., Bolinger, 1986;

O’Connor and Arnold, 1961; Ladd, 1996; Pierrehumbert,

1980; Pike, 1945�, few, if any, have been specific enough to

allow full numerical testing of their adequacy. Although the

autosegmental-metrical model has been used in synthesizing

intonation as reported by Pierrehumbert �1981�, no numeri-

cal tests were conducted to evaluate the quality of the syn-

thesis. Meanwhile, there have also been many quantitative

models of tone and intonation, as discussed in Sec. I, but

none has been designed to directly test existing theories.

While it is true that quantitative modeling can offer only an

approximation to reality, theories without sufficient quantita-

tive specifications can at best provide even coarser approxi-

mations to reality. The major goal of the present study is to

quantify the theory about tone and intonation embodied in

the PENTA model, which hitherto has not been fully numeri-

cal, and to subject it, through this quantification effort, to

more rigorous testing than has been done before.

The PENTA model assumes that tone and intonation

serve to convey communicative functions through specific

encoding schemes that are implemented by the articulatory

system, as sketched in Fig. 2. The model thus consists of two

core components: an articulatory mechanism and a set of

communicative functions. The articulatory mechanism as-

sumed in PENTA is syllable-synchronized sequential TA, as

depicted in Fig. 1. With this mechanism, the articulatory sys-

tem asymptotically approaches the underlying targets that are

either static or dynamic. The approximation is always syn-

chronized with the syllable. But due to inertia, articulatory

states are transferred onward across syllable boundaries. Al-

though quite specific, this conceptualization needs to be

quantified into a dynamic system that is biophysically plau-

sible. The communicative functions are considered in

PENTA as the driving force of the system. They are assumed

to be parallel to each other, each with a unique encoding

scheme in terms of one or more of the TA parameters. The

uniqueness and complexity of these functions entail that each

of them can be properly simulated only with sufficient

knowledge about its temporal domain of operation, the TA

parameters involved, and the value range of the parameters,

e.g., whether the target is static or dynamic.

To develop a biomechanically plausible dynamic sys-

tem, the simulation is best done at a level where the link

between articulatory control and communicative functions is

the most direct, although many levels of biophysical pro-

cesses are apparently involved. Simulation at the level of

individual muscular forces, as done in the CR model

�Fujisaki et al., 2005�, would entail variable parameter val-

ues depending on the tonal contexts, as the individual mus-

TABLE XII. Averaged RMSE and correlation coefficients in the simulation

of English dataset.

Imposed function

No. of

parametric vector RMSE �st� Correlation

Resynthesis 14 224 0.32 0.83

Stress 4 1.93 0.75

Stress+position 11 1.71 0.78

Stress+focus 12 1.68 0.77

Stress+focus+position 18 1.57 0.78

FIG. 13. Means �bars and the numbers above them� and standard errors

�vertical lines� of focus identification rate and naturalness evaluation in the

English perception tests. White, black, and gray bars correspond to sen-

tences that are natural, synthetic without focus duration, and synthetic with

focus duration, respectively. The vertical line in each bar indicates standard

error.
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cular forces have to be differentially adjusted according to

the distance to be covered between the initial and targeted

articulatory states. Simulation at a level where F0 is con-

trolled without the mediation of an articulatory mechanism,

as done in the tilt model �Taylor, 2000� and SFC model

�Bailly and Holm, 2005�, would miss critical dynamic details

due to articulatory constraints, such as unidirectional left-to-

right assimilatory influence �Gandour et al., 1994; Wong,

2006; Xu, 1997, 1999� or peak delay across syllable bound-

aries �Xu, 1998, 2001�, both due to the physical constraint of

inertia. The qTA model developed in the present study imple-

ments a third-order critically damped system, which gener-

ates F0 contours through syllable-synchronized sequential

TA. This strategy severely constrains the degrees of freedom

of the model, limiting its variable control parameters to only

three, each corresponding directly to a TA parameter in

PENTA. Automatic parameter extraction through analysis by

synthesis in the present study has found these parameters to

remain largely invariant across different tonal contexts, espe-

cially the preceding tonal context which is known to cause a

large amount of contextual variability �Gandour et al., 1994;

Wong, 2006; Xu, 1997, 1999�. This can be seen in Fig. 14

�upper row�. Also can be seen in Fig. 14 is that the phenom-

enon of peak delay �Xu, 2001� in a RL sequence is effec-

tively simulated without using peak location as a control

parameter.

The correspondence of the qTA parameters to the TA

parameters in the PENTA model means that the assumptions

of the PENTA model about the interorthogonality between

the communicative functions and about the uniqueness of the

function-specific encoding schemes can be tested through su-

pervised learning. To that end, we tested the model with two

natural speech corpora �Xu, 1999; Xu and Xu, 2005�. The

parameter extraction was guided by knowledge obtained

from previous production studies �for English: Cooper et al.,

1985; Xu and Xu, 2005; for Mandarin: Liu and Xu, 2005;

Xu, 1997, 1999�, which was used to limit the value range of

the parameters. For example, based on previous research on

focus, separate parameter sets were obtained for prefocus,

on-focus, postfocus, and final-focus regions. Note that re-

stricting the parameters’ range this way during training is

actually risky because anything faulty in the assumptions

behind the restrictions would increase the chance of generat-

ing large errors during testing. The results of the testing were

nevertheless encouraging. The numerical evaluations showed

that even when applied to speakers not included in the train-

ing, the error rates were comparable with those of previous

studies �Fujisaki et al., 2005; Hirst and Espresser, 1993;

Kochanski and Shih, 2003; Pierrehumbert, 1981; Taylor,

2000�. More significantly, the results of the perceptual evalu-

ations show that not only can native listeners identify the

functional categories from model-based synthesis just as well

as from natural speech, but also they could not reliably dis-

tinguish utterances with synthetic F0 from those with natural

F0 in terms of naturalness, especially in the case of English.

These results not only demonstrate the effectiveness of the

qTA model but also provide support for the validity of the

theoretical assumption of the PENTA model that tone and

intonation are in essence articulatorily encoded communica-

tive functions.

A secondary goal of the present study is to develop an

intonation generation system that is applicable in speech

technology. There have been a number of attempts to apply

automatic trainings to articulatory-oriented parameters in in-

tonation synthesis �Fujisaki et al., 2005; Kochanski and Shih,

2003; Mixdorff, 2000�. Although they can approximate F0

contours quite accurately, the lack of complete framework to

implement the communicative functions in these models

makes it difficult to effectively integrate them in speech pro-

cessing systems. The simple form of underlying pitch targets

consisting of only two parameters in qTA also makes the

process of TA more straightforward than those that are more

complex, e.g., templates and commands. Although the prac-

ticality of analysis by synthesis is limited due to a large

search space, the articulatory constraints imposed on the au-

tomatic parameter extraction process effectively reduce the

search space, as shown in this study. Thus for speech tech-

nology, the application of qTA in speech synthesis may im-

prove the intonation components of the synthesizers.

FIG. 14. Examples of natural and synthetic F0 contours of tone and intonation in Mandarin. In the top plots, the sentences differ in the tone of the second

syllable, with focus always on the last two syllables. In the bottom plots, the sentences differ in focus location: the first �disyllabic� word, the second

�monosyllabic� word, the final �disyllabic� word, or none of the words.
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Despite the overall quality of the simulation in the

present study, a number of caveats need to be mentioned.

The first is that the strategy used here is to simulate only

functions that have been systematically studied in empirical

research, and to do so by imposing specific restrictions on

the search space for the model parameters based on the em-

pirical findings. The simulation process is therefore not fully

“automatic.” It is our understanding, however, that our cur-

rent knowledge level does not yet allow us to build a fully

automatic process without sacrificing the quality of simula-

tion. This is because there are many communicative func-

tions that are encoded by intonation as discussed in the In-

troduction, and without knowing full well what they are and

which of them have occurred in a particular utterance, it is

difficult even for trained human labelers to label them con-

sistently �Wightman, 2002; Xu, 2006�. On the other hand,

once a given specific communicative function has been rec-

ognized, it is just one step further from the current strategy

of imposing a priori limits on the search space to one that is

able to discover the TA parameters used by the function and

the range of their values. This could be done by taking ad-

vantages of recent development in unsupervised learning of

phonetic categories �Gauthier et al., 2007; Guenther, 1994�.

It would be even more desirable for future development of

the model to attain the ability to automatically discover the

communicative functions encoded in a particular language.

As far as we can see, this could be done only if we have

accumulated a substantial amount of knowledge through fur-

ther research.

Second, several phenomena reported for tone and into-

nation that are likely due to articulatory mechanisms have

not yet been simulated in the current version of the qTA

model. These include anticipatory dissimilation, i.e., the rais-

ing of F0 by a following L tone �Gandour et al., 1994; Lani-

ran and Clements, 2003; Wong, 2006; Xu, 1997, 1999�,

post-L bouncing �Chen and Xu, 2006; Pierrehumbert, 1980�,

whereby F0 is raised by a preceding L tone, and dynamic

delay, whereby the initial approximation of a dynamic pitch

target is delayed at a slow speech rate so as to guarantee that

the slope of the target is not reached earlier than the end of

the syllable �Wong, 2006; Xu, 1998, 2001�. Future develop-

ment of the qTA model will need to find ways to simulate

these mechanisms. Because each of these mechanisms seems

to affect only a particular aspect of the TA process �Xu,

2006�, they will likely to be modeled as additional mecha-

nisms added on top of the core algorithm of qTA.

Third, one of the TA parameters, namely, duration, was

only partially tested in the present study. It was tested in the

perceptual evaluations by comparing focus-specific syllable

duration with non-focus-specific duration. The former was

found to generate F0 contours that better match natural F0 in

conveying focus. While this is an encouraging result, what is

lacking in general is a theoretical link between duration and

specific communicative functions, for which existing re-

search so far has provided only a vague picture �see

Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996 for a review�. Further

studies aimed at revealing that the functional sources of du-

ration patterns are needed �see Xu, �2008� for further discus-

sion�.

Finally, only a limited number of communicative func-

tions have been modeled in the current project. Many more

that have been discussed in literature �Bolinger, 1989;

Hirschberg, 2002; Hirst, 2005; Kohler, 2005; Xu, 2005,

2008� such as sentence type �e.g., statement versus question�,

topic and turn taking, speaking style, emotion, to name just a

few, have not been tested. As discussed in the Introduction,

qTA, as a quantitative implementation of PENTA, was de-

veloped exactly for the purpose of modeling multiple com-

municative functions with a limited number of articulatory-

based parameters. The present results seem to suggest that it

will provide a promising tool for modeling many more com-

municative functions in future research.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed in this paper a qTA model which

implements the theoretical PENTA model and simulates F0

contours as the process of TA. The model simulates surface

F0 by adjusting parameters of local TA, including the height

and slope of the pitch targets and the rate of approaching

individual targets. There are only three free parameters in

qTA, and their controls are all directly linked to specific

communicative functions such as lexical tone, lexical stress,

focus, sentence modality, and new topic, although only the

first three were explicitly modeled in the present study. We

tested the model by training it with Mandarin and English

speech data using an automated analysis-by-synthesis proce-

dure. The F0 simulations were evaluated both numerically

and perceptually. The accuracy of resynthesis by the model

was high, with RMSE of 0.56 st and correlation of 0.92 for

Mandarin, and RMSE of 0.32 st and correlation of 0.83 for

English. The quality of synthesizing specific communicative

functions, including tone in Mandarin, lexical stress in Eng-

lish, and focus in both languages, was comparable to previ-

ous studies even when the trained parameters were applied to

speakers not included during training, with RMSE of 2.24 st

and correlation of 0.77 for Mandarin, and RMSE of 1.68 st

and correlation of 0.77 for English. More importantly, listen-

ers’ perceptual identification of tone, lexical stress, and fo-

cus, and their judgment of the naturalness of speech is nearly

identical between natural and synthetic F0. These results

demonstrate the validity of the assumptions underlying qTA

and suggest that it can be used as an effective tool both for

theoretical study of tone and intonation and for generating F0

contours in automatic speech synthetic systems.
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